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TESC Winter Quarter 2004
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Yoga Nidra and Beyond: Knowing the Knower Through Practice


The focus of our yoga studio winter quarter is practice, specifically the flow of practice as you do and/or do not experience it.  In addition to the designated program’s studio practices of yoga, sculpture, and  poetry, you may add practices of your choice.  And, together we will become more conscious of learning itself—of reading, writing, speaking, and group process—as forms of mindful practice.  The structure of our work together on Mondays and Tuesdays is integrative with regard to other aspects of the Transcendent Practices program.  That is, our primary work together will be to support your engagement with practice.  The interview project, described below, requires you to document and reflect on what you do for practice winter quarter as well as what you learn from doing this practice.  We will also track together the functioning of your peer group and its work regarding the Body and Earth text and chapter assignments. Workshops with Computer Services for InDesign skills and Librarians for research skills will be scheduled as needed.  Finally, our work together is meant to contribute directly to this quarter’s all-program projects concerning the flow of consciousness and the flow of breath. 

Required readings will be discussed and yogic practices introduced to contextualize the practice of yoga nidra and its implications beyond the form of the practice itself.  What is at stake is our relationship to the mind-body continuum, to flow, and to “I-ness” itself.

Requirements and Assignments:

-You must be present as well as awake, alert and aware for class meetings.  Unexcused absences on Tuesdays will result in loss of credit.  However, on Mondays please come to class for nidra practice only if you can be awake, alert, and aware.  Otherwise document your own home practice using the Infinite Awakening nidra tapes rather than detracting from our group practice session

-No late work will be awarded credit by faculty.

-Tales of Practice: An Interview with your Self. A 4-5 page, word-processed, double-spaced interview with your self modeled on the interviews comprising Cope’s Will Yoga and Meditation Really Change My Life? is due in class on Tuesday of week 8.  This gives you 7 weeks to observe your self and to explore the following questions with regard to the practices you do or do not do this quarter:  

i)What inspired you to become involved in contemplative practice, and what continues to be your deepest source of inspiration?
ii)How has practice changed your life?
iii)What do you know about the teachings of your tradition, not through scripture, but through direct experience?
iv)What is the cutting edge of your personal practice?
v)What do you believe is possible for you ‘in this life’?

These questions are taken directly from Cope’s introduction to his book.  They are the questions he asked the 25 people he interviewed, including himself.  To facilitate your interview process you are required to use log sheets to document your practice and journals to reflect on your practice experiences.  Log sheets and journals must be included in your portfolios and will be reviewed and shared as part of work together on Tuesdays. Bring them with you!  

Note: Spring quarter you will have the option to take responsibility for arranging a field study to learn a new practice or deepen an existing practice.  You will be required to document and reflect on this practice using log sheets and a journal.  You also will be required to interview the person with whom you arrange your field study.  Again, your final interview should be modeled on Cope’s book, of which we will read the second half spring quarter.  

Prerequisite Reading:
***Beyond PowerYoga:  preface through ch 3
Fall Quarter Yoga Nidra Studio Syllabus (on TP web site)

Required Reading:
*IYT Kosha Survey: wk 1
*”You are Here: The Five Koshas…”: wk 1
**”The Principles and Practices of Yoga Nidra”: wk 1
***Beyond Power Yoga: chs 4 through 8 during wks 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 respectively
**“The Mind: Ancient and Modern Concepts”: wk 2
***Will Yoga and Meditation Really Change My Life?:  intro through ch 13 during wks 1 through 7 as desired
***Awakening the Spine: wks 6-9
***Infinite Awakening(audio tapes): one practice session per week is recommended

**Recommended Reading:
Folders with selections from the following texts of prose, poetry and scripture are on reserve in the library: Infinite Awakening: Workbook for Learning the Principles and Practice of Yoga Nidra (Richard Miller); Yoga and Psychotherapy: The Evolution of Consciousness (Swami Rama, Rudolph Ballentine, Swami Ajaya); Beyond Knowledge (Jean Klein); The Heart of Awareness.  The Ashtavakra Gita (Thomas Byrom);Pointing Towards the Moon (Wei Wu Wei); The Erotic Spirit (Sam Hamill); Motion: American Sports Poems (Noah Blaustein);Articulations: The Body and Illness in Poetry (Job Mukand);Verse and Universe (Kurt Brown); The Wonderful Story of Henry Sugar (Roald Dahl); Remembrance of Things Past (Marcel Proust). 

Please use these selections to inspire and support your writing.  Because you will be engaged in various forms of writing regarding the experience of “flow” winter quarter, the faculty strongly encourage you to embrace writing itself as a practice.  Pages 306-318 of Cope’s text and 245-249 of Beyond Power Yoga contain choice recommendations for writings that embody flow.  (Note:  Use the “Summit” option on the TESC library catalog to obtain texts not readily available.)

*Handout provided in class and on reserve in the library
**Handout on reserve in the library
***Program text available in the TESC Bookstore (also Amazon, Powells, etc.)








